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Ballast is a device needed to energize fluorescent lamps during operation. In 
fluorescent lighting systems, the ballast provides the proper voltage to start the lamp 
and then regulates the electric current flowing through the lamp to stabilize output. 
There are two types of ballast for fluorescent lamp: electromagnetic ballast and 
electronic ballast. Even though the electronic ballast has many advantages compared 
to electromagnetic ballast, it has high purchase cost and can only connect to one or 
two lamps. Therefore this project will be focusing to design electronic ballast which 
has high efficiency, cost effective and can operate multiple lamps. The end result of 
this project is the simulation result and the prototype of the product. The design 
process will include procedures such as research, calculation, simulation of Pspice 
and construction of the electronic ballast circuit. After some research, it was found 
that the combination of power factor correction (flyback converter) and self-
oscillating inverter can build the electronic ballast which meets this project's 
requirement. The combination of all the circuits has been successfully simulated in 
Pspice software and result was obtained. The electronic components such as resistors, 
inductors, capacitor, and MOSFETs were bought and the prototype of the electronics 
ballast was built. The cost used to build the circuit is calculated and compare with the 
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1.1 Background of Study 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Fluorescent lamp which was introduced commercially in 1940s [I] has become 
the most popular and most versatile package of light available in the market. This is 
because fluorescent lamp has high luminous efficiency, energy-saving and long lamp 
lifetime compared to other types of lamp. [2 - 6] The fluorescent lamp is three to four 
times more energy efficient compared to the incandescent lamps and its efficiency 
can be further increased by operating it at a high frequency, more than 25kHz. (3] 
When fluorescent lamp starts to operate, the gas inside it will grow warmer. As 
the gas heats, the electrical resistance of the gas goes down and this will allow more 
current to flow. Therefore, the gas will become even hotter and thus allows even 
more current. This phenomenon is called as negative resistance which can make the 
fluorescent lamp destroy itself. [3- 4] 
In order to solve the negative resistance problem, ballast, as shown in Figure I, 
has been introduced so that each lamp can only draw a certain amount of electricity 
no matter how hot the gas is by limiting the current flow to the lamp. (4, II] In other 
words, ballast is an electrical device that supplies sufficient voltage to start the flow 
of arc current in a fluorescent lamp and at the same time limit the current flow to the 
lamp to stabilize the output. The simplest ballast is inductive reactor or choke. (3-4] 
I 
Figure l: Ballasts [5] 
In the dictionary, the tenn ' ballast' refers to the heavy objects that are at the 
bottom of a large ship to stabilize the ship's vessel. The ballast in electrical tenn has 
the same concept as the ship's ballast which is to stabilize the lamp operation. [4] 
1.2 Problem Statements 
Even though electronic ballast is better in many ways than electromagnetic 
ballast, it still has certain weaknesses such as high purchase cost. The high purchase 
cost or initial cost [2] is the reason electronic ballast cannot compete with 
electromagnetic ballast. [6] 
From literature review, electronic ballast can only operate one or two 
fluorescent lamps. [7, 8] The cost of electronic ballast wiU be expensive when it is 
used to supply a small output power (one or two lamps). In order to decrease the cost, 
the electronic ballast must be able to supply multiple lamps. [8] 
For example, if there are ten fluorescent lamps that need to be installed, the 
minimum numbers of electronic ballasts that needed in the lighting system are five if 
one electronic ballast can connect to two fluorescent lamps. If the price for one 
electronic ballast is RM 170, then the total cost that has been spent for ballasts in 
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order to install the lighting system is RM850. If the number of lamps that can be 
connected to one or two ballast is increased to four lamps, and then the total cost that 
has been spent is just RMSI 0, a reduction 40% of the cost. 
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study 
The objective of this project is to design and build a prototype of electronic 
ballast circuit for fluorescent lamp which has high efficiency, cost effective and can 
operate more lamps compared to the electronic ballast which is available in the 
market today. 
In order to achieve the objective, the author studied and analysed the 
differences between electromagnetic ballast and electronic ballast and identifY main 
components in electronic ballast such as Power Factor Correction (PFC) and inverter. 
The author also studied several alternatives of suitable lamp arrangements to make 
the electronic ballast can be operated for multiple lamps. Then, the author designed 




2.1 Electromagnetic Ballast 
There are two types of ballasts namely electromagnetic ballast and electronic 
ballast. The more traditional is electromagnetic ballast which uses a core and coil 
assembly transformer that provides minimum functions of starting and operating the 
lamp. [1] Electromagnetic ballast is cheap, quite heavy and generates lots of heat 
during the operation, thus it has low efficiency. [1 , 2, 7, 9] In the electromagnetic 
ballast, there is a transformer or similar magnetic coil that operates at 50 or 60Hz 
which generates a low frequency humming noise when operating. [2, 11] Figure 2 
shows electromagnetic ballast which is available in the market. 
Figure 2: An electromagnetic ballast [1 0] 
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2.2 Electronic BaUast 
Electronic ballast contains semiconductors and other electronic components as 
shown in Figure 3. Its weight is typically 50% less than electromagnetic ballast and 
can be squeezed into smaller spaces. It has no audible noise as in the electromagnetic 
ballast. In fact, electronic ballast actually does produce some noise because there still 
is a transfonner inside the switching power supply in the ballast. However, the sound 
that does escape the enclosure of an electronic ballast fixture is above the human 
hearing range. [7,11] 
Figure 3: Electronic components inside electronic ballast (12] 
Since the electronic ballast operates in low temperature, 30 degree Celsius 
{30°C} lower than electromagnetic ballast, it generates less heat making it more 
efficient. The electronic ballast is operating in high frequency, 20kHz until 60 kHz 
this wi II reduce the electrical operating losses and make it more efficient. [ 4, 13] 
Although the purchase cost of electronic ballast is higher compared to 
electromagnetic ballast its operating cost and maintenance cost is lower than 
electromagnetic ballast, thus an overall lower cost. (1] The detailed calculations on 
life cycle cost based on 20 years service life for electronic ballast in comparison to 
conventional electromagnetic baJlast as given in Appendices. The following aspects 
were taken into considerations: 
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i) Initial capital/installation cost 
ii) Maintenance cost 
iii) Operation or energy cost 
The 20-year life cycle cost for a 2 x 36W indoor fluorescent light fitting 
equipped with electronic ballast (RMl, 150.16) is considerably lower than the one 
equipped with electromagnetic ballast (RM1,432.40). 
2.3 Comparison between electromagnetic ballast and electronic ballast 
Electronic ballasts offer numerous benefits in comparison to conventional 
electromagnetic ballasts as given in the Table I. 
Table I : Comparison between electromagnetic ballast and electronic ballast 
Criteria Electromagnetic Ballast Electronic Ballast 
Heat Wastes internal energy which Reduced internal losses to less than 8 
generates about 30 oc more heat. watts results in 5-10 percent less air 
conditioning costs. 
Light Operates at 50 Hz frequency which Operates at 20k -60 kHz which 
Flicker can cause light flicker produces virtually no detectable flicker 
Noise Vibration of electromagnetic field No audible noise 
causes humming noise. 
Weight Heavy components coated in heavy Weights about half as much as 
protective material. electromagnetic type. 
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2.4 Basic Construction of Electronic Ballast Circuit 
Nowadays, inverters are used for energizing the lamp because of the rapid 
development of power electronics technology. These inverter systems are now 
referred as the electronic ballast and can eliminate the conventional magnetic ballast's 
disadvantages. [7] 
Figure 4 shows a functional block diagram of the electronic ballast The main 
power will supply alternating current, (AC) voltage and then rectified to a directing 
current, (DC) voltage using power factor correction rectifier. [7] 
AC Power FICIDr DC DC eoaa. .I n.o.c:.tlap 
Low (PFC) lawra!r Hi!!h ., 
"" frequency f equency 
El~onic ballast 
Figure 4: Schematic diagram of electronic ballast 
Then, the DC voltage is inverted into a high frequency AC voltage to drive the 
fluorescent lamp. The power factor correction rectifier is to improve the input power 
factor to near unity. As a result, the harmonic current can be reduced. The high 
harmonic current wiJI make the electromagnetic interference occur which can cause 
disturbance to other equipment, and do not meet international standards. [7] 
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2.5 Power Factor Correction (PFC) 
2.5.1 Power Factor (PF) 
Fluorescent lamp requires ballast (chokes) or transformer for operating which 
has a low lagging power factor between 0.3 until 0.5. When a fluorescent lamp is 
switched on, it draws apparent power, S (Unit: VA) from the mains. This apparent 
power consists of active power, P (unit: W) and is the reactive power, Q (Unit: V Ar). 
Power factor or also know as PF or cos 0 is the ratio of active power to the apparent 
power as shown in equation (1) below. [3, 14, 15] 
Active power 
Power factor (PF) = -----''----
Apparent power 
2.5.2 Power Factor Correction (PFC) 
p p S =VI= cos0 ............................ (1) 
Ballast is an inductive component which draws reactive power (V ar) from the 
mains. It lags behind the active power (W) by 90° as shown in Figure 5. [14] 
w 
I 





Figure 5: Relation of apparent power, reactive power and active power [14] 
If a capacitor is connected across the mains, it will also draw reactive power 
(V Ar(cJ), but it leads the active power (W) by 90°. The direction of the capacitive 
reactive power (V Ar(cJ) is opposite to the direction of the inductive reactive power 
(VAr) as shown in Figure 6. [14] 
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NewVAr 
(~lte r p. f. 
correction) 
Old V/'l 
(before p. f.---'ll 
co rrecti on) 
Figure 6: Corrected power factor [14] 
If a suitable capacitor is connected in parallel with an inductive load, it will 
draw capacitive reactive power (V Ar(c)). The effective reactive power drawn by the 
circuit will be reduced to the extent of the capacitive reactive power (V Ar(c)), 
resulting in a reduction of apparent power from VA to VA 1· The phase angle between 
the active power and the new apparent power VA 1 will also reduce from 0 to 01 as 
shown in Figure 6. As a result, the power factor will increase from cos 0 to cos 01. 
Therefore, the new improved power factor can be devoted by the equation (2) below. 
The power factor can be improved to between 0.9 and 0.95. [14] 
w 
NP.w pnWP.l" f,.r.tnr (PP) = mo(/)1 =-................................................ (?.) VA1 
2.6 Alternatives Electronic Ballasts 
In order to design the electronic ballast, some researches have been 
conducted. Table 2 is the summary of the methods that can be used in order to build 
electronic ballast for this project. There are three most important things that need to 
be considered in order to design electronic ballast: Power Factor Correction (PFC), 
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inverter and lamp arrangement. The examples of PFC are boost converter, buck 
converter, buck-boost converter, flyback converter and valley-fill filters. The 
advantages and disadvantages of all of the PFC are listed in the Table 2. 
Table 2: Summary of methods used to build electronic ballast 
Consideration Types Method Advantages Disadvantages in design 
-Power factor -Expensive 
Boost nearly unity 
converter -Voltage and 
current stresses 
Active Buck -Power factor 
-Expensive 
(depend 
converter nearly unity -Voltage and 
on load) current stresses 
To improve Buck-boost -Power factor 
-Expensive 
power factor 
converter nearly unity -Voltage and 
correction current stresses 
-Power factor 
-Expensive 
Flyback nearly unity (PFC) 
converter 
-Simple and -Voltage and 
flexible current stresses 




-Very low cost - Reducing the depend on filter lighting efficiency 
load) 
- Reduced the 
lifetime of the 
lamps 
-Limited to one 
lamp for one ballast 
Self- -Low cost, because its Inverter -
oscillating feasibility and switching 
reliability frequency is 
dependent on the 
ballast load. 
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There are two method of power factor correction: active method and passive 
method. Buck converter, boost converter, buck-boost converter and flyback converter 
are examples of active methods. The active method depends on the load (lamp), in the 
other word, it does not have feedback but the passives method is independent of the 
load (16). This active method is expensive and present voltage and current stresses. 
The valley-fill filter is an example of passive method. The valley-fill filter is cheap 
but it is not meet the standard requirement IEC 61000-3-2 Class C which is shown in 
Table3. [17] 
Table 3: IEC 61000-3-2 CLASS C STANDARD 
Harmonics 2 3 5 7 9 11<19 (n) 
Limit(%) 2 30 10 7 5 3 PF 
Boost converter is more often used than flyback converter because the 
existing control methods make it easier to control the average inductor current than 
the switch current. However, for low application, flyback converter is more attractive 
than boost converter due to its simplicity and flexibility. In the flyback converter, the 
line voltage is not necessarily lower than the output voltage as in boost converter. 
When flyback converter operates in discontinuous-conduction mode, a unity power 
factor can be achieved by constant on-time control. [18] 
After considering all the advantages and disadvantages, the author had 
decided to choose flyback converter for the PFC which will be combined with an 
inverter in order to build multiple lamp electronic ballast. 
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2. 6.1 Flyback Converter 
The flyback converter operates on the principles of both buck and boost 
converters. Its derivation is illustrated in Figure 7 (a) below depicts the basic buck-
boost converter, with the switch realized using a MOSFET and diode. 
bi 
c) 
0, Di d! .. 
+ 
J ~J D, 11 
I" c r [" - _,. r 
' 
-
Figure 7: Derivation of the flyback converter: (a) buck-boost converter (b) inductor L 
is wound with two parallel wires (c) inductor windings are isolated, leading to the 
flyback converter (d) with a I : n turns ratio and positive output. 
In Figure 7 (b), the inductor winding is constructed using two wires, with a 
I: 1 tum ratio. The basic function of the inductor is unchanged, and the parallel 
windings are equivalent to a single winding constructed of larger wire. 
In Figure 7 (c), the connections between the two windings are broken. One 
winding is used while the transistor Ql conducts, while the other winding is used 
when diode Dl conducts. The total current in the two windings is unchanged from the 
circuit of Figure 7 (b), however, the current is now distributed between the windings 
differently. The magnetic fields inside the inductor in both cases are identical. 
Although the two-winding magnetic device is represented using the same symbol as 
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the transfonner, a more descriptive name is ''two winding inductor". This device is 
sometimes also called a "flyback transfonner". Unlike the ideal transfonner, current 
does not flow simultaneously in both windings of the flyback transfonner. [19,20] 
Figure 7(d) illustrates the usual configuration of the flyback converter. The 
MOSFET source is connected to the primary-side ground, simplifYing the gate drive 
circuit. The transfonner polarity marks are reversed, to obtain a positive output 
voltage. A 1: n turns ratio is introduced allowing a better converter optimization. 
[18,19] 
2.6.2 Full-wave Rectifier 
The single-phase bridge circuit connection is the simplest diagrammatic 
layout. The bridge (full-wave or double-way) connection can be arranged to be 
uncontrolled, fully-controlled or half-controlled configurations. The uncontrolled 
circuit consists of diodes only, which means that it does not has tyristor as shown in 
Figure 8(a). The full-controlled circuit has tyristor in place of all diodes as shown in 
Figure 8(b) The half-controlled circuit has tyristor in place of half numbers of diodes, 
for example two tyristor and two diodes as shown in Figure 8( c). In the PFC circuit, 
the uncontrolled full-wave rectifier is used since it has the lowest cost. [21, 22] 
Diode 1 Diode 3 
AC +Vo~ge =~ Ca 
source 
pacitor 
Diode 2 Dlode4 
Figure 8(a): Uncontrolled single-phase diode bridge rectifier 
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f-'Thyri-
~ 1 " 
r'Thyri-
3 
t- == ca source 
',~Yri- ',.,yri-
2 4 






+Vo~e =:= Ca source pacitor 
Diode 1 Diode 2 
Figure 8( c): Half-controlled single-phase bridge 
2.6.3 RC Snubber 
RC Snubber circuit as shown in Figure 9 is used in the PFC circuit and inverter 
circuit because it limits the voltage rise but slow down the rate at which the MOSFET 
can be switched. The addition of a capacitor across the device will slow down the rise 






Figure 9: RC Snubber 
Nowadays, self-oscillating driver is widely used in industry due to its low 
cost, feasibility, and reliability. However, it is limited to one-lamp ballasts, because 
its switching frequency is dependent on the ballast load. [17] Conventional self-
oscillating electronic ballast can be seen in the Figure 10. 
Figure 10: Conventional self-oscillating electronic ballast [17] 
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Due to the advance of technology, the self-oscillating driver has become smaller 
and compact. Integrated circuit (IC) IR2151 as shown in Figure 11 is the latest 
technology of self-oscillating driver and its switching frequency (fs) is 40 kHz. [13] 
The author was decided to use IR2151 since it can reduce the size and weight of 
electronic ballast. 
Upto600V 
(; ) = := 
n- si '-v., v. 
,....- Rr HO 
-
Cr v, lr; ~ 
'iF- COM 1.0 '-
To load 
~ 
Figure 11: IR2151 
2.6.5 Electromagnetic Inter:forence (EM/) Filter 
EMI is an undesirable or unwanted energy, consisting of both electric and 
magnetic radiation. It is a new type of pollution to our Jiving environment that could 
have a harmful effect on living tissue and might lead to cancer. As a safety 
precaution, most industrialized nations have established standards for measuring and 
protecting people from exposure to unduly high levels of EMI. EMI is generated by 
electrical appliances (hair dryers, vacuum cleaners); electronic devices (computers, 
cell phones, electronic ballast) and power generating or distribution equipment 
(Generators, Power Plants, Power lines). [ 23] 
EMI filter is used to eliminate the EMI in electronic ballast which is harmful to 
living tissues. There are many types of EMI filter such as T filter, L filter, R-C shunt 
filter and TT filter. The L type is chosen because it is the most widely used. Figure 
12(a) shows the electronic ballast circuit without the EMI filter. Figure 12 (b) shows 
the L type EMI filter which by adding the large value of inductor at the voltage 
source. [16] 
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Diode 1 Diode3 Diode 1 D/od03 
lalgevatue 
of Ind.-
~Voltage =:= Csp 
souroe ~ == ... 
Diode 2 Di0de4 D/od02 D/od04 
Figure 12: (a) Circuit without EMI filter Figure 12: (b) Circuit with EMI filter 
The equation (3) below is used in order to design the filter inductor (Ls) and filter 
capacitor ( Cs) if we choose cutoff frequency ( :f;;utotr) four times smaller than switching 
frequency. [16] 
1 . 
f•utoff = ··· ··· ................................................. · ... """ ... "" P) 
2rt .j (Ls X Cs) 
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2.7 Lamp Arrangement 
In order to make the electronic ballast connects to multiple fluorescent lamps; 
the suitable lamp arrangement is needed. The series connection of the lamps is not 
suitable because if a lamp is removed from the socket, other lamps will be 
interrupted. The direct connection in parallel is also not suitable because it also can 
interrupt other lamp if a new lamp is added. In order to keep the lamps operating if a 
new lamp is added or the lamp is removed, a parallel connection as shown in Figure 
13 is provided. [24] 
Diode 1 Diode 3 
MOSFET1 
MOSFET2 
Diode 2 Diode 4 L 





After selecting the project title project and find the supervisor, then the author 
will follow the flow chart as shown in Figure 14. Literature review was conducted via 
books, journals and internet. After understanding the concept of electronic ballast and 
its main component, alternatives to design the electronic ballast was studied. Then, a 
simulation of the proposed circuit using Pspice was developed. After a desired result 
is obtained, prototype of the electronic ballast was built. Otherwise, other alternative 
design and simulation ofthe electronic ballast circuit using Pspice was continued. 
In order to build the prototype, certain electronics components such as 
breadboard, resistors, capacitors, inductors, MOSFET, diode and so on were taken 
from laboratory or were bought at electronic store. Then, the electronic ballast circuit 














Test run the 
prototype 
Finish 
Figure 14: Flow chart 
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3.2 Tools or Equipments Required 
In this project, software such as Microsoft Office (MS) Word, MS Excel, MS 
PowerPoint and Pspice (version 8) were used. The MS Word, MS Excel and MS 
PowerPoint are used for writing the proposal, progress report, final report etc.; for 
doing calculation and drawing graph for project analysis and for presentation. The 
Pspice helps to perfonn a simulation of the electronic circuit so that any problems can 
be overcome promptly. 
Besides that, the author needs to buy electronics devices such as resistors, 
capacitors, MOSFET etc. or get them from laboratory. The author also need 
multimeter in order to check and test the prototype circuit. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Results and Discussions 
After doing some research on the alternatives to build electronic ballast, the 
author had decided to choose the flyback converter for Power Factor Correction 
(PFC) and self-oscillating for inverter. Then, the author had combined all the circuits 
(PFC circuit and self-oscillating inverter) as shown Figure 15. 
Figure 16 shows the input voltage and input current of the electronic ballast. 
The input voltage is 220V and the input current is 3A with 50Hz frequency. 
Figure 17 until 24 show the results obtained from the Pspice simulation. 
Figure 17 shows the graph of voltage lamp (output voltage) and current lamp (output 
current) if the electronic ballast is connected with one lamp. Figure 18 shows the 
graph of voltage lamp (output voltage) and current lamp (output current) if the 
electronic ballast is connected with two lamps. Figure 19 also shows the graph of 
output voltage and output current but with three lamps. The number oflamps is added 
one by one and the results of simulations were obtained as shown in Figure 20 until 
Figure 24. 
From the graphs in Figure 17 until Figure 23, the author found that the output 
voltage is 220 Volts, (V) while the output current is multiplied by hundred because its 
value is very small. If we calculate the value of output current should be I Ampere, 
(A). The frequency for all those output variables as shown in Figure 17 until Figure 
23 is 40 kHz. This output voltage, output current and frequency supposedly can light 
up the fluorescent lamps. 
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When the proposed electronic ballast was connected to eight lamps as shown 
in Figure 24, the output voltage and output current are very large which is 90kV and 
500A. This happened due to the power surge construction interference. This situation 
has to be avoided or encounter by adding a choke. 
From the results, the author can conclude that this electronic ballast can 
operate with multiple lamps (maximum 7 lamps). In other words, the author 
successfully obtained the results which meet this project's requirement (can operate 
with multiple lamps). The details of the results on simulation of Pspice are in 
Appendix. 
Since the simulation results had been obtained, electronic components used in 
the circuit were acquired to build the circuit. The needed electronic components were 
obtained and the prototype of electronic ballast was built. However, the prototype of 
electronic ballast is not working due to the absent offlyback transformer and IR2151 
as shown in Figure 25. The efficiency of the electronic ballast was calculated as 
follow: 
Pout 220V X 0.1A 
1] = Pin X 100 = ZZOVX0.3A X 100 = 33.33% ........................................ (4) 
The electronic ballast does not achieve the desired high efficiency since its 
efficiency is only 33.33%. 
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Fi!!ure 17: Graoh of OutDut Vo1ta!!e and OutDut Current Versus Time For 1 LamD 
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Fil!llftll8: Graoh ofOutout Volta!!:e and Outout Current Versus Time For 2 Lamos 
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Figure 19: Graoh ofOutout Volta!!e aod Outout Current Versus Time For 3 Lamos 
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• 
Figure 20: Graph of Output Voltage and Output Current Versus Time For 4 Lamps 
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Filmre 21: Graoh ofOutout Voltae:e and Outout Current Versus Time For 5 Lamos 
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Fil!llre 22: Graoh ofOutout Voltage and Outout Current Versus Time For 6 Lamos 
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Fi!!Ure 23: Graoh ofOutout Voltaee and Outout Current Versus Time For 7 Lamos 
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4.2 Cost Calculations 
Table 4 shows the estimated cost of the electronic ballast circuit based on the survey 
on the internet and from the electronic store. The total cost estimation of the circuit is 
RMI29.95 without the price of flyback transformer (author still could not fmd its 
price). This price can be considered cheap because this electronic ballast can supply 
up to 7 lamps. 
Table 4: The estimation cost of the electronic ballast circuit 
Components Value/ Quantity Price each Total price 
Details (RM) (RM) 
Resistor, Rl 10 l 0.40 0.40 
Resistor, R2 10 I 0.40 0.40 
Resistor, R3 220k I 0.40 0.40 
Inductor, Ls 150m I 2.00 2.00 
Inductor, (LPI -LP7) 680u 7 0.60 4.20 
Capacitor, C3 & C4 0.01u 2 0.20 0.40 
Capacitor, C2 lOu 1 0.20 0.20 
Capacitor, Cs 50n 1 0.20 0.20 
Capacitor, C l 220u I 0.20 0.20 
Capacitor, (CP1 - CP7) 0.015u 7 0.20 1.40 
MOSFET,M1 IRF740 1 5.00 5.00 
MOSFET,M2 IRF740 l 5.00 5.00 
MOSFET,M3 IRF740 1 5.00 5.00 
Diode( D1 - 09) IN4007 9 0.15 1.35 




CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
Ballast is an important device for fluorescent lamp operation. There are two 
types of ballast: electromagnetic ballast and electronic ballast. Even though the 
electronic ballast is far more sufficient than electromagnetic ballast it has high 
purchase cost and can only connect to one or two lamps. 
After some research on alternatives to build electronic ballast, it was found 
that the combination of flyback converter and self-oscillating can produce electronic 
ballast which meets this project's requirement. A suitable lamp arrangement was 
considered for the electronic ballast to operate multiple lamps. 
The combination of all the circuits has been simulated in Pspice and the 
results obtained were able to meet this project's requirement. The electronic ballast 
can operate with multiple lamps (up to 7 lamps) and its initial cost is cheaper 
(RM129.95 without the price of flyback transformer). The efficiency of electronic 
ballast is calculated and the results show that the efficiency is low (33.33%). 
All the electronic components needed in order to build electronic ballast 
circuit were bought and a prototype of the electronic ballast is ready to be built. 
However, the prototype of electronic ballast is not working due to the absent of 
flyback transformer and IR2151. 
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5.2 Recommendation 
For future work, it is recommended that the price of flyback transformer be 
determined, so that the total purchase price of designated electronic ballast's cost can 
be calculated. The flyback transformer and IR215l need to be order earlier so that 
prototype of electronic ballast can be built and tested. Since the efficiency of 
electronic ballast is low (33.33%), the further modification need to be done. The 
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LifE CYCLE COST CALCULATION- ELECTROMAGNETIC AND ELECTRONIC 
BALLAST 
Assumptions :-
1) Life cycle cost based on 20 years in service for 2 x 36W indoor fluorescent light fitting 
inside an office building. 
2) Energy (electricity), component and manpower cost remains the same for the next 20 years. 
3) Light fitting is on for 10 hours per day. 
4) Energy cost is RMO.l5 per kWh. 
Item Description Electromae.netic Ballast Electronic Ballast 
I Capital (Installation) Cost 
1.1 Price per light fitting RM120.00 RM170.00 
1.2 Manpower x I man-hr 
. @RMI6/man-hr RM16 RM16 
Sub-Total (I) RM136.00 RM186.00 
2 Maintenance Cost 
(I man-hr x RM16 +material 
2.1 Lamp and starter replacement cost) x (20/2) NA (once every two years) = (RMI6 + RM30) X (20/2) 
=RM460.00 
(I man-hr x RM16 + 
2.2 Lamp replacement (once NA material cost) x (20/3) 
every three years) = (RM16 + RM25) X (20/3) 
=RM273.33 
(I man-hr x RMI6 + 
Ballast replacement (once material cost) x (20112) 2.3 
every twelve years) NA = (RMI6 + RM70) x (20112) 
=RMI43.33 
(I man-hr x RMI6 +material 
2.4 Ballast replacement (once cost) x (20115) NA 
every fifteen years) = (RMI6 + RM20) X (20/15) 
=RM48.00 
Sub-Total (2) RM508.00 RM416.66 
3 Operational Cost 
(power consumption in k W x (power consumption in kW 
!Ohrs X RMO.I5) X (365 X 20) X !Ohrs X RMO.I5) X (365 X 
3.1 Energy cost@ RM0.15/kWh = (0.072 X I 0 X RM0.15) X (365 20) 
x20) = (0.050 X 10 X RM0.15) X 
=RM788.40 (365 X 20) 
=RM547.50 
Sub-Total (3) RM788.40 RM547.50 
Grand Total (I + 2 + 3) RMI,432.40 RMI,J50.16 
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OUTPUT SIMULATION OF PSPICE 
**** 04/17/108 14:28:36 ********NT Evaluation PSpice (July 1997) *********** 
* E:\My Notes\Final Sem Final Sem\Fyp2\pspice\resultdgnlampmodelflyback.sch 
**** CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION ************************************* 
*Schematics Version 8.0- July 1997 
* Thu Apr 17 14:28:21 2008 
* * Analysis setup * * 
.tran lms 30ms 
.OP 
* From [SCHEMA TICS NE1LIST] section of msim.ini: 
.lib nom.lib 
.inc "Triac_st.OLB" 
**** INCLUDING Triac st.OLB **** 
****RESUMING resultdgnlampmodelflyback.cir **** 
.stmlib "Triac _st.OLB " 
.INC "resultdgnlampmodelflyback.net" 
**** INCLUDING resu1tdgnlampmodelflyback.net **** 
* Schematics Netlist * 
R R4 $N_0002 $N_0001 220k 
D_Dl06 $N_0003 $N_0004 DIN4002 
D Dl07 $N_0005 $N_0003 DIN4002 
C_C5 O$N_0002 lOniC=1V 
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D D109 0 $N_0005 DIN4002 
K_TX8 L1 TX8 L2 TX8 0.5 
- -
Ll TX8 $N _ 0006 $N _ 0004 2m 
L2 TX8 $N _ 0007 0 4.5m 
D D108 $N_0007 $N_0001 DIN4002 
R R24 $N_0009 $N_0008 10 
R R26 $N_0010 $N_0008 10 
C C85 0 $N_0001 220u 
C C103 $N_0005 0 lOu 
C C105 0 $N_0009 IOn 
D D110 $N _ 0002 0 DIN4002 
V V11 $N_0008 0 
+PULSE IOV 20V 1.2us SOns 40ns 1.26us 2.58us 
D D69 $N_0011 $N_0006 DIN4002 
D D74 0 $N_0011 DIN4002 
D D75 0 $N_0012 DIN4002 
D D76 $N_0012 $N_0006 DIN4002 
MM2 $N_0001 $N_0010 0 0 IRF150 
M M3 0 $N_OOIO 0 0 IRF150 
M Ml $N_0003 $N_OOIO 0 0 IRF150 
V Vin $N_0013 $N_0011 
+SIN 0 220 50 0 0 0 
C CP6 $N_0014 0 IOn IC=IV 
C CPI $N_0015 0 IOn IC=IV 
C CP2 0 $N_0016 IOn IC=IV 
C_CP3 0 $N_0017 IOn IC=IV 
C CP4 0 $N_0018 IOn IC=IV 
C_CP5 0 $N_0019 IOn IC=IV 
C_CP7 $N_0020 0 IOn IC=IV 
C C109 O$N_0006 In 
L L46 $N_0013 $N_0012 150mH IC=2A 
L LP6 $N_00140 500uHIC=lA 
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L LPI $N_0015 0 500uH IC=IA 
L LP2 $N_0016 0 500uH IC=IA 
L_LP3 $N_00170 500uHIC=lA 
L_LP4 $N_OOI80 500uHIC=lA 
L_LPS $N_0019 0 500uH IC=IA 
L LP7 $N_0020 0 500uH IC=IA 
****RESUMING resultdgnlampmodelflyback.cir **** 
.INC "resultdgnlampmodelflyback.als" 
**** INCLUDING resultdgnlampmodelflyback.als **** 
* Schematics Aliases * 
.ALIASES 
R R4 R4(1=$N_0002 2=$N_OOOI) 
D Dl06 Dl 06(1 =$N 0003 2=$N 0004 ) 
- -
D Dl07 D107(1=$N_0005 2=$N_0003) 
c cs CS(l=O 2=$N_0002) 
D Dl09 Dl09(1=0 2=$N_0005) 
K TX8 TX80 
Ll TX8 TX8(1=$N_0006 2=$N_0004) 
12 TX8 TX8(3=$N _ 0007 4=0 ) 
D Dl08 Dl08(1=$N_0007 2=$N_0001) 
R_R24 R24(1 =$N _ 0009 2=$N _ 0008 ) 
R R26 R26(1=$N_0010 2=$N_0008) 
C C85 C85(1=0 2=$N_OOOI) 
C Cl03 Cl03(1=$N_0005 2=0) 
C CIOS CIOS(I=O 2=$N_0009) 
D DliO Dli0(1=$N_0002 2=0) 
V VII Vll(+=$N 0008 -=0) 
D D69 D69(1=$N_00li2=$N_0006) 
D D74 D74(1=0 2=$N_OOll) 
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D D75 D75(l=O 2=$N_0012) 
D D76 D76(l=$N_0012 2=$N_0006) 
MM2 M2(d=$N_0001 g""$N_0010 s=O s=O) 
MM3 M3(d=O !f"$N_0010 s=O s=O) 
M M1 M1(d=$N_0003 g""$N_0010 s=O s=O) 
V Vin Vin(+=$N 0013 -=$N 0011 ) 
- -
C CP6 CP6(l =$N 0014 2=0 ) 
C CP1 CP1(1=$N 0015 2=0) 
C CP2 CP2(l=O 2=$N_0016) 
C CP3 CP3(1=0 2=$N_0017) 
C CP4 CP4(1=0 2=$N_0018) 
C CPS CP5(1=0 2=$N_0019) 
C CP7 CP7(1=$N 0020 2=0) 
C C109 C109(1=0 2=$N_0006) 
L 146 L46(1=$N_0013 2=$N_0012) 
L LP6 LP6(1=$N_0014 2=0) 
L LP1 LP1(1=$N_0015 2=0) 
L LP2 LP2(1=$N 0016 2=0) 
L LP3 LP3(1 =$N 0017 2=0 ) 
L LP4 LP4(1=$N_0018 2=0) 
L LP5 LP5(1 =$N _ 00 I 9 2=0 ) 
L LP7 LP7(1=$N_0020 2=0) 
.END ALIASES 
**** RESUMING resultdgnlampmode1flyback.cir **** 
.probe 
.END 
**** 04/17/108 14:28:36 ********NT Evaluation PSpice (July 1997) ********** 
* E:\My Notes\Fina1 Sem Final Sem\Fyp2\pspice\resu1tdgn1ampmode1flyback.sch 
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**** Diode MODEL PARAMETERS ********************************** 
DlN4002 
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* E:\My Notes\Final Sem Final Sem\Fyp2\pspice\resultdgnlampmodelflyback.sch 




































**** 04/17/108 14:28:36 ********NT Evaluation PSpice (July 1997) ****** 
* E:\My Notes\Final Sem Final Sem\Fyp2\pspice\resultdgnlampmodelflyback.sch 
**** SMALL SIGNAL BIAS SOLUTION TEMPERATURE= 27.000 DEG 
C*********************************************************** 
NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE NODE 
VOLTAGE 
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($N_OOOI)-2I8.0E-09 ($N_0002) -1.0000 
($N_0003) 698.7E-I2 ($N_0004) 99.I130 
($N_0005) 349.4E-I2 ($N_0006) 99.I130 
($N_0007) 0.0000 ($N_0008) IO.OOOO 
($N_0009) IO.OOOO ($N_OOIO) IO.OOOO 
($N_0011) -.96I4 ($N_OOI2) I00.0700 
($N_0013) -.96I4 ($N_OOI4) .9980 
($N_OOI5) .9980 ($N_OOI6) -1.0020 
($N_OOI7) -1.0020 ($N_OOI8) -1.0020 
($N_OOI9) -1.0020 ($N_0020) .9980 
VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENTS 
NAME CURRENT 
V VII 2.220E-I6 
V _Yin -2.000E+OO 
TOTALPOWERDISSIPATION -2.22E-I5 WATTS 
**** 04/I7/108 I4:28:36 ********NT Evaluation PSpice (July 1997) ******** 
* E:\My Notes \Final Sem Final Sem\Fyp2\pspice\resultdgnlampmodelflyback.sch 




NAME D Dl06 D Dl07 D D109 D D108 D DllO 
MODEL DIN4002 DIN4002 DIN4002 DIN4002 DIN4002 
1D -1.46E-08 -9.67E-17 -9.67E-17 6.04E-14 -1.43E-08 
VD -9.91E+Ol -3.49E-l0 -3.49E-10 2.18E-07 -l.OOE+OO 
REQ 2.00E+l2 3.61E+06 3.61E+06 3.61E+06 9.08E+l0 
CAP l.llE-ll 5.25E-ll 5.25E-ll 5.25E-ll 3.60E-ll 
NAME D D69 D D74 D D75 D D76 
MODEL DIN4002 DIN4002 DIN4002 DIN4002 
ID -l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO -l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 
VD -l.OOE+-02 9.6IE-Ol -l.OOE+-02 9.61E-Ol 
REQ 2.59E-02 5.l6E-02 2.59E-02 5.l6E-02 
CAP 1.84E-04 9.23E-05 l.84E-04 9.23E-05 
**** MOSFETS 
NAME M M2 M M3 M Ml 
MODEL IRF150 IRF150 IRF150 
ID -4.55E-06 O.OOE+OO l.46E-08 
VGS l.OOE+Ol l.OOE+Ol l.OOE+Ol 
VDS -2.l8E-07 O.OOE+OO 6.99E-10 
VBS O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 
VTH 2.83E+OO 2.83E+OO 2.83E+OO 
VDSAT 7.17E+OO 7.l7E+OO 7.l7E+OO 
GM 6.34E-07 O.OOE+OO 2.03E-09 
GDS 2.21E+Ol 2.21E+Ol 2.21E+Ol 
GMB O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 
CBD 3.23E-09 3.23E-09 3.23E-09 
CBS 2.90E-l9 2.90E-l9 2.90E-l9 
CGSOV 2.71E-09 2.71E-09 2.71E-09 
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CGDOV 5.04E-10 5.04E-10 5.04E-10 
CGBOV O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 
CGS 1.04E-1 0 1.04E-10 1.04E-1 0 
CGD 1.04E-10 1.04E-10 1.04E-10 
CGB O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 
**** 04/17/108 14:28:36 ********NT Evaluation PSpice (July 1997) ********* 
* E:\My Notes\Final Sem Final Sem\Fyp2\pspice\resultdgnlampmodelflyback.sch 
**** INITIAL TRANSIENT SOLUTION TEMPERATURE= 27.000 DEG 
C************************************************************* 
NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE NODE 
VOLTAGE 
($N_ 0001)-218.0E-09 ($N_0002) -1.0000 
($N_0003) 698.7E-12 ($N_0004) 99.1130 
($N_0005) 349.4E-12 ($N_0006) 99.1130 
($N_0007) 0.0000 ($N_0008) 10.0000 
($N_0009) 10.0000 ($N_OOIO) 10.0000 
($N_0011) -.9614 ($N_OOI2) 100.0700 
($N_0013) -.9614 ($N_0014) .9980 
($N_OOI5) .9980 ($N_0016) -1.0020 
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($N_0017) -1.0020 ($N _ 00 18) -1.0020 
($N_0019) -1.0020 ($N_0020) .9980 
VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENTS 
NAME CURRENT 
V V11 2.220E-16 
V Vin -2.000E+OO 
TOTAL POWER DISSIPATION -2.22E-15 WATTS 
JOB CONCLUDED 
TOTALJOBTIME 177.72 
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